
Essential Employee Education and Training  
Our comprehensive online training helps to better educate 
 your employees on basic cyber threats to your business
and better strategies to protect against a data breach. We
also offer risk assessments to identify weak points in existing
security measures. Our cyber compliance training helps
explain regulations and legislation for GDPR, Section 500,
CCPA, PHI, PII, HIPAA, and SHIELD.

Planning and Protection
We provide extensive planning and protection reference to
help your business not only understand its cyber
vulnerabilities, but also to create new process and protocols
and how to introduce new technology to better protect your
client, vendor and internal business data. 

Incident Response
In the event of a data breach, we provide 24/7/365 advocacy
to help navigate the incident and provide specialized
resolution activities to assist with containing the breach and
providing assistance with client notification, if necessary, and
other business recovery services. 

Business Recovery and Ongoing Support
Even once we’ve helped your business navigate existing
cyber concerns, we keep you protected in the future. We
constantly monitor your digital footprint, and our services
continually update with new technologies to keep your data
safe.
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Hundreds of data breaches happen
every week, and they impact tens of
thousands of businesses each year.
So, we created Commercial Cyber and
Privacy services, designed specifically
to help you protect your business
against a breach and to help you
recover in the aftermath. We provide
you with resources and a framework
to develop a plan that’s right for you
and your clients. If a breach does
occur, our advocates can assess the
damage and develop a plan for
recovery.

 sales@brightlyccjg.com | 888-827-4780

Is your business doing
everything you can?

28% of data breaches each year occur at
small businesses.

Why Does Your Business Need
Cyber & Privacy Services?

What is Included in Commercial Cyber &
Privacy Services?

Protect your Business
and your Data with

Commercial Cyber  &
Privacy Services

Quote & Buy

https://brightlyccjg.com/

